Direct Plug-In Electronic Ultrasonic Pest Repeller
BY BIRD-X
INSTALLATION AND USE: Simply plug your Pest-X electronic pest repeller into any
unobstructed household wall unit. The unit functions automatically as indicated by the
illuminated L.E.D. light
The unit requires no maintenance or refills. Operate the pest repeller continuously, 24
hours a day, occasionally moving the unit to a different location as necessary. For best
results place additional units in adjacent rooms and on each level of the dwelling.
Allow up to 2 weeks to see results. Continue use to keep pests from returning.
HOW IT WORKS: Household pests are repelled because they cannot adapt to the constantly changing array of ultrasonic
signals emitted by the unit. The unit disrupts the pests’ nervous systems, affecting their feeding and communication
habits, forcing them to leave the area. The unit is safe for use around humans, unborn children and non-rodent pets
such as dogs, cats, birds and reptiles. However the unit should be kept away from pet tarantulas, mice, hamsters, and
gerbils. Independent laboratory and university testing has proven Pest-X ultrasonic technology to be an effective form
of pest control.
ABOUT ULTRASOUND: Ultrasonic sounds, (sounds about 20,000Hz), are nearly silent to humans and most animals;
although a slight clicking noise may be heard by some people with exceptional hearing. Ultrasound cannot travel
through walls or closed doors. The signals bounce off these hard surfaces causing a ricochet effect. Ultrasonic sounds are
absorbed by soft materials such as curtains, furniture and carpet, which in turn diminish the effectiveness of the unit.
Shadow areas may occur around corners or behind home furnishings.
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